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        Before chatting with our staff

        
            You might want to check our FAQs in  our support section.
        

            
                Here are our top questions:
                

                    
                        	
                                    
                                        
                                            How can I amend my order?

                                        

                                    
                                    
                                        
How can I amend my order?

                                        
The easiest way to amend your order is to log into your account and make the change there.

You can amend the following details:

	Your basket
	Delivery date
	Delivery address
	Gift message


Please note once your order has been assigned to our floral team you will be unable to make any changes to your order. 

 

 

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        
                                            Where is my delivery?

                                        

                                    
                                    
                                        
Where is my delivery?

                                        
Not sure where your delivery is? 

Don't worry, we can help! 

You can track your order by clicking the button below and entering your order number or email address. Your order number can be found in the order confirmation email.

 

[image: Click here to track your order]
 

Also note that if you have not booked a timed delivery, your order can be delivered between 8am to 8pm.

Please note that the order status reflect the information we have received from our courier partner. In some cases an order might have been delivered but its status is only updated at the end of the day.

 

 

                                    

                                


                    

                

            
                
                    If that did not answer your question, you can press the button to open a real time discussion with our team.

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                            CHAT NOW
                        
                    

                    Our available hours are as follows:
Monday - Sunday: 7am - 9pm GMT
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      Spring Serenity
 

      Explore spring's artistry in our latest collection, celebrating vibrant colours, textures, and scents.

      
        EXPLORE NOW >
      

    

  

  
    
     
    
      
        Free Flower Delivery

        Monday to Sunday
      

    

    
    

    
    
      
        Amazing Customer Reviews

        500,000 verified customer reviews
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                Floral Ratatouille
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                    Things our Customers say[bookmark: reviews]

            
                    
                        



        

            
                
                    


Helen Barr
                        
                            Saltcoats
                        
                    02/04/2024
            
            
                
Flowers  arrive in letter  box and by the next day they started to bloom and they are beautiful  thank you so much .Will use serenata flowers again 
            
            

        
    
    
        

            
                
                    


Dianne Farrell
                        
                            Lincoln
                        
                    02/04/2024
            
            
                
Excellent service. Easy to order. Delivered on time and recipient loved them. I will definitely use again. Thank you. 
            
            

        
    
    
        

            
                
                    


Lindsay Calder
                        
                            Blairgowrie
                        
                    02/04/2024
            
            
                
Always excellent service, let you know what time to expect delivery and when order has been delivered, a great range of cheerful colourful bouquets for any occasion I always use them.
            
            

        
    
    
        

            
                
                    


Kerry Antoniou
                        
                            Telford
                        
                    02/04/2024
            
            
                
Absolutely perfect. Using the website, picking the flowers, making the payment, etc. The whole thing was just so easy. I was kept up to date with the delivery details. My daughter absolutely loved the flowers- they were stunning.
I can honestly say I got more pleasure from sending these flowers than I would have done if I’d received them. 
            
            

        
    
    
        

            
                
                    


Susan Trigger
                        
                            Ashton-Under-Lyne
                        
                    02/04/2024
            
            
                
Easy to order on line and a good selection to choose from at reasonable prices. I could select just a bouquet and not order a vase as this was not needed. Added chocolates though. The tracking for delivery worked really well and arrived on time. My mother was impressed with the quality of flowers and they were still healthy over a week later. will use you again. thank you.
            
            

        
    
    
        

            
                
                    


Ginette Medland
                        
                            Fordingbridge
                        
                    02/04/2024
            
            
                
Second Time to use serenata Easy ordering process online. Great choice of flowers. Flowers arrived for my mums birthday fresh and in bud, and are now beautiful. Great to have confirmation that they had arrived with my mum on the day I requested. She said they were beautiful 🫶
            
            

        
    

            
        


    
        
            
                
    
        Freshest, Hand-Picked Flowers Delivered in UK



Considering sending flowers within the UK? Our collection boasts eye-catching, hand-tied bouquets brimming with vibrant and refined selections. Our flower delivery service in the UK operates every day of the week, offering the possibility of next-day delivery when you place your order by 9 pm. Our expansive assortment ensures you'll find the perfect floral gift for any occasion, tailored to every personal preference.


At Serenata Flowers, our mission is to simplify the process of sending gorgeous flowers. A few clicks are all it takes to access our selection of exquisite flowers and plants, suited for every significant event. We also feature seasonal blooms sourced directly from farms within the UK, emphasizing our commitment to quality by choosing only premium stems for our arrangements. Our delivery service brings these fresh bouquets right to the doorstep of your loved ones. When you order flowers online with us, not only do you save time, but our complimentary delivery offers also mean great savings.



We are proud of the reputation we've built for our delivery services, guaranteeing quality flowers with a freshness guarantee. Having successfully delivered flowers worldwide, our online bouquet orders have delighted over two million recipients to date. For those needing flowers in London, our next-day delivery service ensures your thoughtful selection arrives precisely when intended.

Our floral arrangements are a labor of love, curated by our chief florist who brings over two decades of expertise. We select only the freshest, most premium quality stems, so your flowers stay beautiful longer. We encourage visiting our flower care tips for guidance on maintaining the beauty of your bouquet. All floral gifts come with complimentary gift card, adding an extra layer to the experience. Moreover, our range of optional add-ons and combo gifts are sure to bring a smile to any lucky recipient's face.
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        Quality Blooms

        The best and most freshly-picked floral stems, procured straight from flower farms, meticulously arranged into a stunning floral spectacle by our UK online florists.
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        Safely Delivered

        Fresh flowers delivered throughout the UK without damaging a single stem - that's why we entrust the task to expert couriers, not to florists.
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        Maximum Freshness

        Place your flower order online and witness your bouquet flourishing into its full glory at home. We deliver our flowers in bud form to ensure ultimate freshness and joy.
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            20 Years of Fresh Flowers

            The delight and pleasure that stems from the act of giving and receiving flowers are heightened when every single bloom is flawless and impressively fresh.

            
                The top-grade, freshly harvested blooms, each meticulously chosen straight from the flower farms, artfully arranged by our skilled florists, presented with affection, and securely delivered in an impeccable state - that
                encapsulates the Serenata Flowers commitment.
            

            
                For more than twenty years, we've been spreading joy across the UK, assuring the delivery of countless exquisitely packaged flowers to millions of thrilled customers. At Serenata Flowers, our florists have made it their mission to provide top-grade, freshly harvested blooms, each meticulously chosen straight from the flower farms and artfully arranged by our skilled florists. 
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            About Us

            
                At Serenata Flowers, our commitment is to offer extraordinary customer service. Our courteous and well-informed team is always ready to address any queries you may have, and our user-friendly website simplifies the process
                of ordering flowers. We're devoted to ensuring your journey with us is smooth and delightful. From the instant you initiate your order online, to the moment your flowers reach their destination, our goal is to surpass your
                anticipations. We take pride in being your reliable ally for all your floral requirements and eagerly anticipate assisting you in crafting enduring memories with our flower delivery of exquisite arrangements and
                letterbox flowers
            

        

    




            

        

    




    


	
		
            
                
            
			Have you joined our newsletter yet?
		

		Join millions of customers in our happy floral family and get exclusive discounts sent to your inbox.
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                Flowers delivered in United Kingdom

            

        

        
                Sunday delivery
                England
                Bristol
                Southampton
                Manchester
                Leicester
                London
                Nottingham
                Brighton
                Birmingham
                Leeds
                Sheffield
                Northern Ireland
                Scotland
                Aberdeen
                Glasgow
                Edinburgh
                Wales
                Cardiff
                Liverpool
        

    






    
        
            
                
                    Useful Links

                    	Customer Centre
	Terms
	Privacy
	Cookie Policy
	Flower facts and events
	Legal
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                    Accepted Payment Methods
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        Welcome Back

        
            You can view
            Your Account
            or
            Continue Shopping.
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